
This report focuses on Cloud Management Solutions of Netgear,  Cisco
Meraki and Ubiquiti. Miercom engineers evaluated the ability to register,
discover, monitor, manage and remediate SMB network devices with the
subscriptions, hardware and resources available  through a typical 
deployment scenario and multiple use cases. It delves into the 
capabilities of each vendor's cloud-based NaaS solution, comparing 
them to one anothethem to one another, to determine whether each product delivers 
scalable, efficient functionality based on the scale of:

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

1.  How easy is it to create organizational users and permissions?

2.  How are licenses applied?

3.  How easy is it to move hardware within an organization?

4.  How easy is it to create multiple organizations?

5.  Can the administrator grant specific controls based on role?

6.  How easy is administrative control as an organizational user?

7.  Can the main administrator lock out organizational users?

8.  How easy is it to invite VPN users?

9.  How easy is it to set up Site-to-Site VPN?

10.  What is the first-time access like?

11.  What are views like for administrators and organization users?

12.  Is the portal streamlined such that it is intuitive to the end user?

13.  Does the product have a usefule mobile application?

14.  Can the product be accessed via local means (serial, local SSH)?

15.  Can an administrator create a schedule for updates and ports?

16.  How long to deploy first and second locations?

17.  What time-saving measures are available during deployment?

18.  Is there a wizard available to guide deployment of new devices?

19.  Can licenses be shifted between organizations and physical hardware?

20.  How does logging benefit the administrator/user?

21.  Can an administrator support automated or manuel reports?

22.  Can the administrator provide alerts based on organizations?

23.  Does the GUI have links to relevant help content?

25.  Total cost of Ownership (TCO)

24.  How long does it take to establish support calls?
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